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Is the NHS for Sale?  

 

Campaigns against the growing privatisation of the NHS express concern that any new trade 

deal with the USA will lead to a even greater handover of public health services to giant US 

health corporations. The government always responds emphatically that “The NHS is not for 

sale”. Like so many government answers to difficult questions, this answer is meant to mislead.  

It evades the real issue.  

 

We know that Clinical Commissioning Groups, hospitals, and the Department of Health don’t 

sell health services to companies like Virgin Care or Serco. They contract services out to private 

companies and these companies make a profit by providing services under the NHS logo. 

Health workers employed by these firms don’t have the same wages or rights that they would 

have if they worked directly for the NHS. Also, time and time again, experience has shown that 

the service provided is poor.  

 

A better way to formulate the question is: How does the Conservative government think health 

services should be provided: -  by a publicly owned and publicly provided NHS or by private 

companies competing in a free open market?  The Conservative Party believes that private 

companies are more efficient and can provide services at a lower cost to society. That’s why 

the government passed legislation in 2012 which forced Clinical Commissioning Groups to     

advertise health services on the market and not discriminate against private companies in 

awarding contracts.  

 

The real test of this is to look at what they have done. Let’s take the example of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the internationally recognised best method for dealing with it, in addition to  

social distancing, namely, test-trace-and-isolate. The framework already existed in England for 

precisely this kind of pandemic. This was Public Health England. 

 



Public Health England 

Public Health England was established on 1 April 2013 to 

bring together public health  specialists from more than 70 

organisations into a single public health service.  

It’s official task is, according to its website: 

“- protecting the nation from public health hazards 

- preparing for and responding to public health emergencies” 

It announced in 2014 that: 

“We employ 5,500 staff (full-time equivalent), mostly scientists, researchers and public 

health professionals. 

We have 8 local centres, plus an integrated region and centre for London, and 4 regions 

(north of England, south of England, Midlands and east of England, and London). 

The centres are supported by  colleagues in: 

 specialist microbiology services, which provide laboratory analysis facilities 

 field epidemiology teams 

 knowledge and intelligence teams, who provide specialist surveillance and intelli-

gence for localities”  

 

There are 134 directors of public health across 152 local authorities. The Director of Public 

Health in Oxfordshire is Ansaf Azhar. The Director is a member of the County Council’s Health 

and Wellbeing Board which brings together the local authorities, the hospitals, social services, 

and the Clinical Commissioning Group. 

Oxfordshire Public Health describes one of its main tasks as: 

“To protect the population from preventable health issues, including those caused by 

communicable diseases...” 

 

So a framework existed for precisely the kind of health emergency that came with the         

coronavirus - a national public service with regional and local expertise, laboratories, and links 

with GPs and local authorities. Not only did this framework exist but it is a legal  requirement 

that this system has to be followed in the case of notifiable diseases such as Covid-19.  

 

The hub of this system is GPs, NHS laboratories, and local public health which cooperate and 

share local data on a day-to-day basis.  In the Public Health system, a suspected case is          

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/public-health-england/about
https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/residents/social-and-health-care/health-and-wellbeing-board/public-health


reported either through NHS 111 or to the GP, the individual is tested, and the test is sent to 

the appropriate NHS laboratory for the region. If the test is positive, the local Public Health  

service would be notified. They would then get in touch with the contact tracers. This is the 

how the Public Health system works. 

 

The government solution: private corporations 

The question that arises here is why the government is not following this existing public        

system. Instead it has created a largely privatised and centralised system which, we know from 

all the reports, is not working well. Cases were not reported to local Public Health and GPs 

were not part of the loop. Public Health laboratories were bypassed. What was needed was for 

GPs to be equipped for testing; Public Health local staff and laboratories needed to be             

resourced. Instead, contracts went to commercial laboratories. Centralised contracts were then 

handed out to a string of companies with little or no medical expertise - the accounting firms 

Deloitte, Price WaterhouseCoopers, and Ernst & Young, as well as Boots, Serco, G4S, and a host 

of other companies. The test and trace system is being led by Dido Harding, a communications 

executive with no medical training. According to The Guardian: 

 

Official data analysed by the Guardian shows state bodies have awarded at least 177 

contracts worth £1.1bn to commercial firms in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.  

 

Instead of resourcing and promoting the local system where there is greater knowledge and, 

more importantly, trust in GPs and medical professionals, the government has created a  cen-

tralised parallel system built around private corporations. 

 

The government claims to follow the science. But this decision to bypass the existing public sys-

tem was based on ideology, not science. It is an ideology which claims that only the  market is 

efficient. Health care should be delivered by private corporations working for profit and       

competing for contracts in a free market. 

 

Saying that the NHS is not for sale is a complete diversion. The government response to the 

coronavirus pandemic is just another demonstration of the fact that the present government is 

not committed to the idea of public service. Rather, it has a strong ideological preference for a 

market solution, not only in utilities and transport, but also in education and health. We need 

to demand that the government scrap this centralised and privatised testing and tracing and 

properly fund Public Health England to carry out this task in the local community. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/15/firms-given-1bn-of-state-contracts-without-tender-in-covid-19-crisis


Test, Trace, Isolate and Support : 

Our call to Oxfordshire: Make them Local 
 

‘Tracing contacts of known cases is a fundamental part of all outbreak management, alongside       

testing, case finding, isolation and quarantine’. 

 

So says the British Medical Journal. It is widely  understood that the best method to follow is to 

do this locally. We have the infrastructure for this – our local public health teams, now sited 

within  local authorities and run by our Director of Public Health, who has a legal  responsibility 

to deal with epidemics.  

 

It is Keep Our NHS Public’s view that this is most 

safely done under the PH team’s  direction, by    

publicly recruited, trained and employed staff,     

using publicly owned  equipment. In this way we 

can keep a grip on what is done, make    certain it is 

carried out with all possible speed, in a way which is 

integral to local services and carried out in full 

knowledge of local circumstance. The local public 

health teams will know where best to carry out 

tests, where the care homes are, how to ensure 

maximum compliance. They will have easy access to 

hospitals, doctors, social care departments. Above 

all they will be working for us, their population – 

accountable to us for what they do. Tracing also is 

best carried out by local teams. 

 

Government would like local Directors of Public Health to take responsibility for Covid-19     

testing in care homes in England. But at the same time they are giving away contracts for    

testing, tracing and data collecting and analysis to the private sector. This guarantees delays 

and fragmentation.  It also plays fast and loose with our privacy and with our NHS, placing both 

in the hands of Deloitte and Serco. This may be the  largest handover of NHS patient data to 

private firms in history. 

 

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2020/05/01/we-urgently-need-to-start-contact-tracing-to-stop-the-spread-of-covid-19/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/08/public-health-directors-take-charge-covid-19-testing-care-homes
https://lowdownnhs.info/private-providers/privatisation-during-the-pandemic/


This has to be resisted at local and national levels. NHS England must be stopped from  turning 

to the private sector. They are hiding behind Covid-19 to let contracts to big global private 

firms even though the evidence shows how catastrophic this can be. The PPE scandal has     

provided overwhelming evidence against privatisation. Testing must be done by local teams 

directed by the Director of Public Health. 

For local tracing, initiatives such as that pioneered in Sheffield must be supported and            

replicated.  Community Contact Tracers, a group run by retired doctors, has recruited and 

trained local volunteers. Local GPs refer identified patients to the scheme. Contacts are traced, 

supported, isolation plans arranged.  

Oxford’s Ian Hudspeth, chairman of the Local Government Association’s Community  Wellbeing 

Board, said environmental health, trading standards, public health and infection  control nurses 

were “just some of the services” that could contribute to the government’s test, track and 

trace system. (Financial Times, 15 May 2020). 

We must do this in Oxford – there are plenty of willing volunteers now. We must urge our    

Director of Public Health to initiate such a scheme. With the help of local community leaders 

we can encourage people who have the virus to start contacting people they’ve been in touch 

with as an act of good citizenship. 

We call on District and County Councils, GPs, LMCs, hospital heads to make this 

happen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2020/05/01/we-urgently-need-to-start-contact-tracing-to-stop-the-spread-of-covid-19/


The UK-US Free Trade Deal and UK Health Services 

 

 
Liz Truss, UK International Trade Secretary and Robert Lighthizer, US Trade Representativ 

 

Trade deals are not about trade as we normally understand it  

Trade in goods such as cars and agricultural products is a very small part of modern trade deals. 

This basic trade was agreed a long time ago. Modern trade deals are largely about having       

common rules (standards, regulations, protections) and opening up public services to private 

corporations (always described as “liberalisation of services”). What the Centre for  Economic 

and Policy Research said about the EU’s failed trade deal with the US (TTIP) back in 2016 is still 

true of any deal between the US and the UK: “As much as 80% of the total potential gains come 

from cutting costs imposed by bureaucracy and regulations, as well as from liberalising trade in 

services and public procurement.” It is this “liberalisation of services”, a pro-business policy 

pursued and enforced by all western governments, that is behind the UK government’s push to 

contract more and more health services to private  companies. 

 

The use of language to mislead 

The UK government has begun negotiations with the USA over the free trade treaty. It has pub-

lished an initial document setting out its aims in the negotiations. According to Boris Johnson, 

“There are no circumstances whatever in which this government or any Conservative govern-

ment will put the NHS on the table in any trade negotiation. Our NHS will never be for sale.” 

The claim that “the NHS is not for sale” is legally true. The government “contracts out” NHS  

services to firms like Deloitte and Serco. These do not own the service, they provide it on      

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/869592/UK_US_FTA_negotiations.pdf


behalf of the NHS. They can’t charge patients for the service. The real issue for NHS campaign-

ers is the contracting out. The government claims that the NHS is not for sale but continues to 

contract health services to private corporations. The “not for sale” claim is just a way of       

misleading the public about what is really at issue. 

 

Another common phrase used by governments in response to claims that public services are up 

for sale in international trade treaties is that the government “maintains the right to regulate” 

public services. In the UK government document, we find exactly this claim, that the              

government will “protect the right to regulate public services”. (10) This assurance is            

completely misleading. All rights are limited by law. And in a legal treaty concerning trade in 

services, the right to regulate will be constrained by the terms of the legal treaty. So the gov-

ernment will have the right to regulate public services within the terms set down by the treaty. 

For example, most trade deals contain “standstill’ or ‘ratchet’ clauses that lock in  existing     

levels of privatisation and make it difficult for any government to roll back privatisation or    

deregulation in the future. For instance, some Canadian provinces offer public (state) automo-

bile insurance that is cheaper than private insurance. Existing public  insurance in these      

provinces was protected in CETA, the EU-Canada trade deal. But now, if another province 

wanted to introduce public car insurance, they couldn’t do so because of CETA.  

 

US corporate access to the NHS 

The real issue for NHS campaigners is whether US corporations will have the right to access the 

NHS and other public services markets in the UK in a way that will increase the trend towards 

greater privatisation. 

 

In it’s opening document, published in November 2019, the US set out its demands with    re-

gard to services. Any treaty must prohibit 

“- Discrimination against foreign services suppliers;  

- Restrictions on the number of services suppliers in the market;  

- Requirements that cross-border services suppliers establish a local presence.” 

If the UK wants to make any exceptions, then there must be  

“… negotiation, on a negative list basis, of the narrowest possible exceptions with the 

least possible impact on U.S. firms.” (5) 

The UK has accepted that equal access for the US is part of the deal. This is stated in the part of 

the UK document dealing with public procurement. Public procurement is a big issue for the UK 

in its relations with the US. Many state governments in the US, when contracting public        

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/Summary_of_U.S.-UK_Negotiating_Objectives.pdf


services, have a policy of "buy American" and the UK wants to get into that US state procure-

ment market. The US procurement market is valued at £1.4 trillion and the UK  currently has 

access to only a third of this market.  The US, in turn, will want access to state procurement 

here. Will the US have the right of access to NHS and other public service contracts in the UK? 

Here’s what the  government document on procurement says:  

"There were some comments calling for the UK’s international procurement obligations 

to favour UK domestic suppliers, but the UK’s domestic regulations, which apply to   

Government procurement, require contracting authorities and contracting entities to 

treat suppliers equally and without discrimination. These principles will continue now 

the UK has left the EU". (21)  

In other words, the US will have access to government procurement of services in the UK; US 

corporations will be treated “equally and without discrimination”. 

 

But all kinds of corporations have access to public service contracts. What difference would it 

make if US corporations were thrown into the mix? In fact, they are already part of the mix and 

have been for some time. Any US corporation that has a branch or subsidiary in the UK can   

tender for NHS contracts. US companies now run about 13 per cent of NHS mental health beds. 

Optum, headquarters in Minnesota, is a subsidiary of the US giant health corporation, United 

Health. Optum has contracts with many CCGs across England. In 2015, Optum won a place on 

NHS England’s Lead Provider Framework (LPF) for commissioning support services. In 2014   

Optum won a £150 million three-year contract to carry out acute commissioning services for 18 

Wessex and the Thames Valley clinical commissioning groups, including Oxfordshire CCG 

(Health Service Journal, 14 April 2014). 

 

If US corporations like United Health already have access to NHS contracts, what difference 

would a US-UK trade deal make? It would make a difference in two ways. Firstly, US corporate 

access to the NHS would be anchored in an international legal treaty which a future govern-

ment could not change. During the past year there was some talk of the NHS moving away 

from competition and towards greater “integration”. There was even a suggestion that the 

government would abolish the need for CCGs to tender services on the private market. But if 

US corporate access to public service contracts were written into a US-UK trade deal, it would 

be difficult to see how abolishing tendering in health services could happen without legal  

challenge. 

 

Secondly, there’s the hugely unpopular ISDS which sank TTIP. The Investor-State Dispute Set-



tlement (now renamed, after the TTIP debacle, as Investment Court System) would allow US 

corporations to sue UK governments if, in the awarding of public service contracts, US corpora-

tions were treated unfairly, or governments didn’t adhere to the treaty, or future corporate 

profits were negatively affected by new government regulations. This threat in itself has a 

powerful influence on government decision-making and the framing of new regulations. 

 

Digital NHS 

Digital services are an increasingly important area of commerce and a key area for trade in in-

ternational services. In the document setting out the US’s aims in any trade deal with the UK, it 

makes clear that the US wants unlimited access to UK digital data, the right to move data to the 

US, and the right to protect US source codes: 

“- Ensure non-discriminatory treatment of digital products transmitted electronically 

and guarantee that these products will not face government-sanctioned discrimination 

based on the nationality or territory in which the product is produced.  

- Establish state-of-the-art rules to ensure that the UK does not impose measures that 

restrict cross-border data flows and does not require the use or installation of local  

computing facilities.“ (6) 

Digital services are a big part of government plans for the transformation of the NHS. In 2018, 

the Department of Health issues a document setting out plans to digitise NHS services.  This 

involves data storage, sharing, and access, online access to clinicians, personalised health      

information and advice, AI, robotics, a vast array of apps, etc. The document makes clear that 

the technology companies will be the main drivers in this digitised NHS. Any barriers to the   

entry of private providers will be removed. The central role of the private sector is repeated 

many times in the document: 

“We already have some of the world’s leading healthtech companies … And, in the NHS, 

we have the world’s biggest health institution. … We are committed to working with 

partners to make that happen.” 

“We need to build nationally only those few services that the market can’t provide and 

that must be done once for everyone, such as secure login and granular access to data. 

“Our goal is to simplify the landscape for innovators wanting to work with the NHS and 

to make it significantly easier for health technology innovators to navigate the system.” 

And this takeover of digital NHS will be from the centre where any regulations preventing the 

entry of private companies will be removed: 

“For the NHS, we also want to remove the barriers to technology providers selling into 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-future-of-healthcare-our-vision-for-digital-data-and-technology-in-health-and-care/the-future-of-healthcare-our-vision-for-digital-data-and-technology-in-health-and-care


the system – removing the need for innovators to travel the country selling to one trust 

at a time. We will support the procurement of technology through the application of 

procurement frameworks.” 

Private companies will not only manage the technological infrastructure but will also be        

involved in areas that are more clinical than technological. Right now,  for instance, private 

companies can send  sample medicines to GPs but there is a suggestion that, in the digital NHS,  

they can make clinical recommendations direct in the individual patient record: 

“vendors with products that could support patients can, with consent, securely access 

and contribute information back to a patient’s care record”. 

So the aim is clear: a health market in which high tech companies compete to run digital NHS.  

 

As in so many other areas of the NHS, US firms are already part of the digital network.           

According to the Health Service Journal,  

“Palantir ..*a US data mining firm+  is part-way through a three-month [contract] with 

the CSU on behalf of NHS E/I to track, model and visualise various data related to Covid-

19. … 

Palantir is chaired by Peter Thiel, who is best known for setting up Paypal with Elon 

Musk and others. The Silicon Valley firm is known for its work with military, intelligence, 

and law enforcement agencies. Palantir has faced criticism over data mining software 

used by US immigration officials to investigate undocumented workers.” (HSJ, 27 May 

2020) 

Palantir also works with another company, Faculty, which the HSJ describes as “a company 

linked to Dominic Cummings”.  

 

Given the size of the NHS and the complexity of the digital infrastructure that is to be created 

and managed, the financial investment will be huge as will the potential profits. Of course, the 

NHS itself doesn’t have the technological skills to create such a digital infrastructure but this 

leaves open the question of ownership and management. Running a digital NHS is not just a 

technological issue – it also involves political and clinical choices: not only questions of access 

to data and privacy but also who owns and manages this important sector of future healthcare. 

 

What’s the solution? 

Is it possible to protect the NHS from a trade treaty dealing with services? Yes, one way to do 

this is by “positive listing”. Only the services offered explicitly are ruled by the treaty. If health 



services were not listed, the NHS would be excluded from the treaty. The alternative is 

“negative listing” where everything is on offer unless it is explicitly excluded. This is the US   

favoured approach. In the negotiations between the EU and the US over TTIP, member states 

of the EU had the option to exclude specific services. The UK chose not to make any exclusions. 

So if the government really wanted to show that the NHS is not on the table, it could do that 

quite simply with a statement in the treaty that all health services were excluded from the 

treaty. 

 

The US-UK trade deal will use negative listing. In the negotiations with the US over TTIP, the 

German government made such an explicit exemption which stated that it could adopt any 

measure in health and social services, even  “where services may be provided by different   

companies or entities involving competitive elements”.  This reference to competitive elements 

is important because free trade treaties have defined “public services” as “services carried out 

exclusively in the exercise of governmental authority” and not involving competition. What we 

need to demand, therefore, is that the NHS should be explicitly excluded from the treaty. 

 

Oxfordshire Keep Our NHS Public 
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